Southern Central Amorical Regional Series

The Southern Central Amorical Regional Series(SCARS) has been formed to help promote the
tournaments in our area and encourage increased attendance among them. We are hoping that uniting
the tournaments in this series will be an additional reason to build the fellowship that we have already
cultivated in our region.
The series will be tracked throughout the year and prizes will be awarded at the end of the year.
The SCARS is sanctioned and sponsored by the NAF. Any disputes or clarifications will be
handled by the NAF Tournament Director (barring the creation of a dedicated Tournament Series
Director).
Tournament Series Organizer(TSO): Steve Campbell (NAF ID: Kilowog1)
Tournament Series type: Open
The Rules:
The SCARS region for the purposes of this series will be: Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas,
Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas . Any tournaments that are taking place in these states may
apply to be part of the series. (Southern Missouri may be included if requested.)
The SCARS will run from Jan 1st of each year to Nuffleween (November).
The final tournament will be Nuffleween in order to end the series before the holidays and not
have any participants penalized for tournaments ran during that time.
The four base tournaments required for the series to be sanctioned will be: Orclahoma Bowl,
Spiky Cup, ROT Cup and Nuffleween. There are no special benefits for these tournaments, they are
just the core tournaments in the area that occur yearly.
The SCARS is an open series. For inclusion in the series, the tournament organizer must submit
their request to join at least 60 days before their tournament date.
For a tournament to be approved, it must not be on the same week as another pre-approved
tournament or on the weekend before or after the pre-approved tournament.
Tournaments need to apply to be a part of the series after they are NAF approved. Please contact
the Tournament Series Organizer to have your tournament added to the list.
Tournament results must be reported promptly after your tournament ends. Required result
information is: Ranking, NAF ID, Total TDs and Total Casualties. Tournaments that do not submit
results within 2 weeks of the tournament ending may be left out of the standings.
Coaches Scoring:

Coaches will receive points for each tournament they attend based on the following.
• All participants receive +1 point per tournament, no matter how they finish.
• In a tournament with more than ten coaches, the top ten finishers will received points
based on their final position. A 1st-place finish will be worth 10 points, a 2nd-place
finish will be worth 9 points, on down to a 10th- place finish being worth 1 point.
• Should there be fewer than 10 coaches, the top coach's score would be equal to the total
number of participants, the rest would decrease as usual.
• As a bonus, each finisher gets +1 point per 10 places below them in the standings.
(Examples: A coach finishing 1st in a 32-coach tournament would receive a bonus of +3
because there are 30+ coaches below them. A coach finishing 8th in an 18-coach
tournament would receive a bonus of +1 because there are 10 coaches below them. A
coach finishing fifth in a 10-coach tournament would receive no bonus because there are
only 4 coaches below them.)
• Organizer bonus: For organizers who do not play in their tournaments, they will receive
+1 point per 10(rounded down, minimum of 1) coaches in the tournament (Organizers
also get the +1 participating bonus above.)
Coaches will be awarded points based on their performance in each SCARS event they
participate in. This is a cumulative score, not an average.
There is no minimum number of tournaments that a participating coach must attend.
In order to receive points, coaches must be NAF members prior to participating in a tournament.
Coaches must use at least 2 different races for their scores to count in the standings. This is
assuming they played in more than 1 tournament.
There will be an award for the best Stunty coach of the year. This will be decided by highest
scores of tournaments played in which the coach was playing, Halflings, Goblins, or Ogres.
The first tiebreaker will be Most First Place Finishes. The second tiebreaker will be the coach
who used the most different team types during the series. Third tiebreaker will be based on the tied
coaches head to head records in that season's SCARS games. Fourth, most TDs + Casualties. Fifth, it'll
be up to the tied players to decide.
Prizes:
There will be prizes for the top three finishing coaches and top Stunty coach that will be
provided by the NAF. Prizes for the first year were pins and this will probably continue. The TSO has
no control over or guarantee of these prizes. No additional prizes for the winners are guaranteed, but
may be provided.
All coaches that participated in every event(this includes organizers who did not play an event
they organized) will be entered into a drawing for a free Trollcast team from Impact Miniatures. This is
provided by the TSO in appreciation of your attendance.
Any tournament organizers that have a tournament as part of the series are encouraged to help
with prize support so that at the end of the year we can have a group of additional awards.
If you have any questions please contact me at Kilowog2814@gmail.com
The most up to date information on the series can be found on the NAF forums,
Zlurpee Bowl forums and at BothDown.com/SCARS.
This Tournament Series is meant to encourage participation and fun.
Please be a part of the action and attend as many tournaments in the region as you can.

